Writing Samples & Ideas

Introduction

First of all, the reasons are simple/clear/various/different

The first cause is........ The second one is..... Another cause, which is more important, is........

This topic has some consequences like.......

To fight and put an end to this phenomenon...

and last but not least..........

To eradicate or at least to reduce the danger of this phenomenon, we should....

Body

In brief, I think that........ is good and bad at the same time.

In conclusion, I believe that........... is very important in our life although it has some drawbacks.

In short, regardless of its disadvantages, I personally live without........

To summarize, it's clear that the advantages of........ out number its drawbacks. All we need is to use it in a positive way.

As I said before, a lot of people, especially young people, can't live without........

Conclusion

In brief, I think that the government is the first responsible for this problem.

In conclusion, I believe that we all should work hard to put an end to this phenomenon as soon as possible.

In short, I personally think that mass media and NGOs can stop this issue that spreads much lately.

To summarize, it's clear that most under developed countries suffer from this issue, so all they need is to cooperate to eradicate it.

As I said before, this problem is threatening all the world, especially under developed countries.

Causes, consequences & solutions

...is a serious problem recently.

Thousands of people suffer from a lot of problems and one of these is ....

Nowadays,........ is a dangerous issue not only in Morocco but all over the world.

In Morocco and elsewhere,........ becomes a risky problem that threatens our life.

It's obviously noticed that........ is widely spread in our society.

Advantages & Disadvantages

....is a discussable issue these days because it has advantages as well as disadvantages.

Recently, a lot of people discuss the advantages and disadvantages of........

Like everything in life........ has both advantages and disadvantages, alike.

No one can deny the fact that........ is a controversial issue nowadays because of its good and bad points.

First of all, the advantages are simple and clear. The first advantage is........ The second one is..... Another advantage, which is more important, is........ This topic has some advantages like.......

However, this topic has some drawbacks like....

Yet, thousands of people can't live without........

Other people think that ........ is bad because ........ has some negative sides.

Another good / bad point is that....

In conclusion, we have to face this problem.

Book Reviews

... is a problem that many people are talking about.

... is a problem that many people are talking about.

As I said before, a lot of people, especially young people, can't live without........

As I said before, a lot of people, especially young people, can't live without........

... is a problem that many people are talking about.

... is a problem that many people are talking about.

... is a problem that many people are talking about.

... is a problem that many people are talking about.